King

the king must keep track of all details like water cost and tax rate
(scrap papers provided)

first turn (set up the game)

-refer to picture in rulebook page 2**
-shuffle all the bonus goal cards choose 3 and place on the board
-hand out secret goal card to player corresponding to them
-Distribute water to players like so:
Riparian		5 units
Senior		5 units
Junior		3 units
-Distribute money from the treasury:
Riparian		
20 (1x $10, 1x $5, 5x $1)
Senior		
20 (1x $10, 1x$5, 5x $1)
Junior		
15 (2x $5, 5x $1)
-Declare initial tax rate : $1 for every 2 same color district tiles
(choose only 2 districts from green, red, or yellow, grey districts are
tax exempt)
-Declare initial water price: $1 for every 4 water units, rounding up
-Deal 1 basic waterplant card to each player (blue card with a B)
-seniors and riparian players get 2 corresponding water rights legacy cards each
-the game proceeds from the king, followed by senior player, then
riparian player, and junior player in order.

following turn

-Roll the die to draw event or demand card
		
(odds = demand / even = events)
-read the message on the card then take action accordingly
-if a demand card was drawn, read both demand and penalty then
take action accordingly
-Collect taxes at the end of player’s turn and try to manage the
waterdrops left on your water bank
-Manage the assembly tile line by moving the card(s) up to fill empty
slot once each player’s turn is finish
Privilege(s) for senior and riparian player:
they hold water right legacy cards that can be played against you
Junior player Has no choice but to obey the rule and pay for water

tips

-keep track of the player(s) that couldn’t meet the demand and enforce the penalty (some penalty occurs at the begining of following
turn)
-if the penalty is that players have to return water to the king, distribute their requested amount first before taking those water back
-can switch the districts that you will be collecting tax as well as
raise/lower tax rate by +/-1 (for either the cost, or the amount of
district tile)
-you can also raise/lower the price of water by 1 (+/- $1 or +/- 1
unit of waterdrop)
-declare the new tax rate or new water price to all players and jot
it down on scrap paper to keep track!!!

following turn:

-Demand water from King (as much as you need to fill all the waterplants in your city) then pay for them
Remember: senior and riparian get free water, junior player must pay
for it.
-Then start form phase 1 to 5 again
(Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king)
-During your turn you have to fulfill the king’s demand as well as
obey the condition stated on the event card, if under any circumstance you can’t meet the demand, you are subject to the penalty
and must follow that accordingly

tips

-try to build those waterplants with recycle symbols on them! you
will be most benefiting from them since you can get those replenished for free at the end of each turn!
-scrap papers provided in case you want to keep track of things!

building cheat sheet:
Waterplant – must be built right on water source on the board only
(pool), can be built on its own, not adjacent to any other tile, can
distribute anywhere on the board
Farmland – must be built on grass only, can only expand to immediate
adjacent to farm tile (non-diagonal)
Livestock – must be built adjacent to waterplant
Fishing dock – must be built on water only, but can expand adjacently as long as the first tile is on water
All other types of buildings can be built anywhere, and must be built
adjacently to the other previous tiles

senior mayor

-your town produces power tokens (red)
-all district cards that have red dot(s) on them, you can use your
own resource free of charge but you have to distribute water in
order to use them (2 waterdrops every turn)
-sell your resource (2 pieces for $1, you get the tokens back at the
end of each turn) only to other player who had built their trading
post. put their trading post token(s) on the map border near your
resource facility
-in order to build a trading post, your city must have waterplant(s)
that hold at least 10 waterdrops
-you get water for free!!! but you can only request the amount that
will fill all your waterplants. Special conditions applied when the
King uses his event card.

first turn (5 phases)

Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king
Phase 1: drafting
draft 1 tile from assembly line (can be from either district tiles or
water plant tile) and pay the price on the card plus whatever the
value indicates on the slot (can draft as many as you’d like, the assembly line will not be moving during the turn.
Phase 2: building
(can build as many as you like during your turn)
choose from:
- go ahead and build the district tile
(conditions applied, flip over to the back side)
- build waterplant
-pay $5 to build a trading post to your neighbor s in order to buy their resource (the cost is $1 for every 2 tokens, returned
after each turn), can only build one trading post per turn
- destroy a tile and sell to the king for half the price
you originally paid
ex) start first turn by building a basic waterplant (pay $2 to build and store 2
units of water on top) and a building that requires 2 water units to generate
if building more water tile but not enough water, you can demand water from
the King only the exact amount you need to fill your water tile and pay for
the amount the king charges

Phase 3: distribute and collect
Distribute water to those district tiles, buy resources from your
neightbors and distribute them as well, then start collecting profits. tiles that don’t have enough resources will not generate money.
it is up to the player to keep it or sell it to the king.
Phase 4: discard and replenish
After collecting profit from your districts, discard all resources
from the board, leave only unused water on your waterplants, if the
water plant has recycle pic on it, it gets replenished to its maximum
storage
Phase 5: pay taxes to the king accordingly to the tax rate set

following turn:

-Demand water from King (as much as you need to fill all the waterplants in your city)
Remember: senior and riparian get free water, junior player must pay
for it.
-Then start form phase 1 to 5 again
(Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king)
-During your turn you have to fulfill the king’s demand as well as
obey the condition stated on the event card, if under any circumstance you can’t meet the demand, you are subject to the penalty
and must follow that accordingly

tips

-you hold water right legacy cards that can be played against the
King’s penalty when he tries to limit the amount of water you can
request, but you only have 2 cards, use them wisely. once these cards
are used up, you have to pay for water just like the junior mayor.
-scrap papers provided in case you want to keep track of things!

building cheat sheet:
Waterplant – must be built right on water source on the board only
(pool), can be built on its own, not adjacent to any other tile, can
distribute anywhere on the board
Farmland – must be built on grass only, can only expand to immediate
adjacent to farm tile (non-diagonal)
Livestock – must be built adjacent to waterplant
Fishing dock – must be built on water only, but can expand adjacently as long as the first tile is on water
All other types of buildings can be built anywhere, and must be built
adjacently to the other previous tiles

riparian mayor

-your town produces wind power tokens (green)
-all district cards that have green dot(s) on them, you can use your
own resource free of charge but you have to distribute water in
order to use them (2 waterdrops every turn)
-sell your resource (2 pieces for $1, you get the tokens back at the
end of each turn) only to other player who had built their trading
post. put their trading post token(s) on the map border near your
resource facility
-in order to build a trading post, your city must have waterplant(s)
that hold at least 10 waterdrops
-you get water for free!!! but you can only request the amount that
will fill all your waterplants. Special conditions applied when the
King uses his event card.

first turn (5 phases)

Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king
Phase 1: drafting
draft 1 tile from assembly line (can be from either district tiles or
water plant tile) and pay the price on the card plus whatever the
value indicates on the slot (can draft as many as you’d like, the assembly line will not be moving during the turn.
Phase 2: building
(can build as many as you like during your turn)
choose from:
- go ahead and build the district tile
(conditions applied, flip over to the back side)
- build waterplant
-pay $5 to build a trading post to your neighbor s in order to buy their resource (the cost is $1 for every 2 tokens, returned
after each turn), can only build one trading post per turn
- destroy a tile and sell to the king for half the price
you originally paid
ex) start first turn by building a basic waterplant (pay $2 to build and store 2
units of water on top) and a building that requires 2 water units to generate
if building more water tile but not enough water, you can demand water from
the King only the exact amount you need to fill your water tile and pay for
the amount the king charges

Phase 3: distribute and collect
Distribute water to those district tiles, buy resources from your
neightbors and distribute them as well, then start collecting profits. tiles that don’t have enough resources will not generate money.
it is up to the player to keep it or sell it to the king.
Phase 4: discard and replenish
After collecting profit from your districts, discard all resources
from the board, leave only unused water on your waterplants, if the
water plant has recycle pic on it, it gets replenished to its maximum
storage
Phase 5: pay taxes to the king accordingly to the tax rate set

following turn:

-Demand water from King (as much as you need to fill all the waterplants in your city)
Remember: senior and riparian get free water, junior player must pay
for it.
-Then start form phase 1 to 5 again
(Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king)
-During your turn you have to fulfill the king’s demand as well as
obey the condition stated on the event card, if under any circumstance you can’t meet the demand, you are subject to the penalty
and must follow that accordingly

tips

-you hold water right legacy cards that can be played against the
King’s penalty when he tries to limit the amount of water you can
request, but you only have 2 cards, use them wisely. once these cards
are used up, you have to pay for water just like the junior mayor.
-scrap papers provided in case you want to keep track of things!

building cheat sheet:
Waterplant – must be built right on water source on the board only
(pool), can be built on its own, not adjacent to any other tile, can
distribute anywhere on the board
Farmland – must be built on grass only, can only expand to immediate
adjacent to farm tile (non-diagonal)
Livestock – must be built adjacent to waterplant
Fishing dock – must be built on water only, but can expand adjacently as long as the first tile is on water
All other types of buildings can be built anywhere, and must be built
adjacently to the other previous tiles

junior mayor

-your town produces fertilizer tokens (yellow)
-all district cards that have yellow dot(s) on them, you can use
your own resource free of charge but you have to distribute water in
order to use them (2 waterdrops every turn)
-sell your resource (2 pieces for $1, you get the tokens back at the
end of each turn) only to other player who had built their trading
post. put their trading post token(s) on the map border near your
resource facility
-in order to build a trading post, your city must have waterplant(s)
that hold at least 10 waterdrops
-you pay for your water. Ask the king at any time for the price. you
can only request the amount that will fill all your waterplants.
Special conditions applied when the King uses his event card.

first turn (5 phases)

Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king
Phase 1: drafting
draft 1 tile from assembly line (can be from either district tiles or
water plant tile) and pay the price on the card plus whatever the
value indicates on the slot (can draft as many as you’d like, the assembly line will not be moving during the turn.

following turn:

-Demand water from King (as much as you need to fill all the waterplants in your city) then pay for them
Remember: senior and riparian get free water, junior player must pay
for it.
-Then start form phase 1 to 5 again
(Draft and pay > build > distribute and collect income > discard and
replenish> pay tax to king)
-During your turn you have to fulfill the king’s demand as well as
obey the condition stated on the event card, if under any circumstance you can’t meet the demand, you are subject to the penalty
and must follow that accordingly

tips

-try to build those waterplants with recycle symbols on them! you
will be most benefiting from them since you can get those replenished for free at the end of each turn!
-scrap papers provided in case you want to keep track of things!

building cheat sheet:

Phase 2: building
(can build as many as you like during your turn)
choose from:
- go ahead and build the district tile
(conditions applied, flip over to the back side)
- build waterplant
-pay $5 to build a trading post to your neighbor s in order to buy their resource (the cost is $1 for every 2 tokens, returned
after each turn), can only build one trading post per turn
- destroy a tile and sell to the king for half the price
you originally paid

Waterplant – must be built right on water source on the board only
(pool), can be built on its own, not adjacent to any other tile, can
distribute anywhere on the board

ex) start first turn by building a basic waterplant (pay $2 to build and store 2
units of water on top) and a building that requires 2 water units to generate
if building more water tile but not enough water, you can demand water from
the King only the exact amount you need to fill your water tile and pay for
the amount the king charges

All other types of buildings can be built anywhere, and must be built
adjacently to the other previous tiles

Phase 3: distribute and collect
Distribute water to those district tiles, buy resources from your
neightbors and distribute them as well, then start collecting profits. tiles that don’t have enough resources will not generate money.
it is up to the player to keep it or sell it to the king.
Phase 4: discard and replenish
After collecting profit from your districts, discard all resources
from the board, leave only unused water on your waterplants, if the
water plant has recycle pic on it, it gets replenished to its maximum
storage
Phase 5: pay taxes to the king accordingly to the tax rate set

Farmland – must be built on grass only, can only expand to immediate
adjacent to farm tile (non-diagonal)
Livestock – must be built adjacent to waterplant
Fishing dock – must be built on water only, but can expand adjacently as long as the first tile is on water

